MODE OF CITATION FOR DISSERTATION / RESEARCH PAPER

Books
Name of the author, Title of the book (in italics), Edition (if any), Name of the Publisher, Place of Publication, year, page no.

**Single Author**

**Two Authors**

**More than two authors**

**Edited Books**

Articles
Name of the author, Title (in double quotes), Name of the journal (in italics, if it is given in full form and if abbreviation is used, print in normal style not italics), Volume, Year, page no. (Otherwise, the mode of citation provided in the journal itself to be followed.)


Law Commission Reports

Cases
Name of the parties, *Appellant* and *Respondent* in italics separated by small letter ‘v.’ (note that this ‘v’ is not italicized) followed by ‘;’ and then citation.


Newspaper
Author (if any), “Title of the Article or News Item”, Name of the Newspaper (in italics without the ‘THE’ even if it is part of the Newspaper), Edition, Date, page no.


If unsigned (i.e., without an author’s name) “Title of the Article or News Item”, Name of the Newspaper (in italics without the ‘THE’ even if it is part of the Newspaper), Edition, Date, page no.

Website
Author, “Title”, <URL> (Viewed on date).


If unsigned (i.e., without an author’s name)

“Title”, <URL> (Viewed on date).